Intracellular magnesium detection: imaging a brighter future.
A wide variety of biochemical reactions and physiological functions are known to require magnesium; nonetheless, its regulatory mechanisms (both at the cellular and systemic level) are still poorly characterised. Derangement of magnesium homeostasis is associated with several relevant human pathologies, e.g. diabetes, neuromuscular disorders, hypertension and other cardiovascular diseases. The study of the regulation of magnesium has gained particular interest in the last decades thanks to the molecular characterisation of specific magnesium transporters and the exploitation of molecular biology techniques to clarify their cellular and physiological function(s). In contrast, experimental tools to trace cellular magnesium and to define its homeostasis in living cells have not witnessed a corresponding progress. It was not until recently that efforts were paid to design more appropriate fluorescent indicators that could translate the advances of live imaging techniques into the field of magnesium research. Herein we critically summarise the state of the art in intracellular magnesium detection by fluorescent probes and focus on the need for improving methods and techniques in this area. We highlight the advantages of last-generation fluorescent indicators and discuss a number of challenges and opportunities that the development of novel and better sensors for magnesium still faces.